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• With markets now more stable, the need for yielding
assets is likely to push fixed income investors to take on
credit risk.
• Despite the current heavy pipeline of issuance, eurodenominated IG corporate bonds should ultimately
benefit from the combination of this reach for yield and
ECB buying.
The Cost of Playing
It Safe

There remains a high degree of uncertainty around the COVID-19 pandemic and its economic
impact. However, the markets see some light at the end of the tunnel:
•

From a medical standpoint, the number of infections and deaths in the G10 are coming down.
China’s experience suggests risks of secondary spikes can be contained.

• Economies are starting to re-open. This process is clearly in its very early stages in Europe
and is only the first step on a long road, but nonetheless such a step will allow some economic
activities to resume.
• The market breakdown in March saw the world’s key central banks deploy significant
programmes to restore order. These measures seem to have been successful and, the further
markets move from that scare, the more confidence they are likely to have that things are
back to some sort of normal. For instance, the ICE BofA MOVE index of Treasury volatility is
back to the average level seen for 2019.
We may not be in an environment conducive to making high conviction calls on the market but,
at the same time, there is a ‘running cost’ to remaining in safe assets. This is especially the case
for Europe, where ECB rates are heavily negative, while the BoE is at just 0.1%. Figure 1 illustrates
the situation by showing the impact that central bank policies have had on government bonds
(lowest set of dots).
The yields on even the longest European government bond funds remain below 1% (15Y+ gilt
fund). Government funds will continue to appeal to those investors seeking to preserve capital,
until the economic outlook becomes a little clearer, and to those that need to hedge underlying
liabilities. However, returns will likely remain limited or, in some cases, negative.

Figure 1
Yield vs. Duration
of European
Investment Funds
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Source: State Street Global Advisors, Bloomberg Finance L.P., as of 28 April 2020.

Pushing Out Along
the Curve

Low government yields, even out along the yield curve, mean that to get a meaningful pick-up
investors will need to edge out along the credit curve. Investment grade (IG) credit has had
a sobering crisis, with spreads initially blowing wider on fears of weaker corporate earnings
before the market almost completely seized up. Central bank actions have helped markets return
to a more normal footing. The iTraxx Europe index of IG CDS has narrowed off its crisis wides
but spent the month of April in the 75–115bp range against just 41–46bp for January and much
of February.
A further narrowing could occur, driven by:
• ECB buying, which picked up pace in March to nearly EUR 7 billion, its highest since November
2017. Given the ECB’s Pandemic Emergency Purchase Programme (PEPP) only started its
purchases on 26 March 2020, volumes are likely to be higher in April and subsequent months
until the end of 2020.
• Market participants are likely to resume the grab for yield if markets remain relatively
stable. While there may be economic setbacks, the powerful support that central banks and
governments have provided seems to have calmed markets for now.

Embedded Risks

The ECB’s ‘whatever it takes’ attitude is a reassuring backstop for the market. Policy
actions taken so far should at least ensure the orderly functioning of markets. Policy actions
cannot, however, fully offset the economic weakness, and this will remain a key concern to
credit investors.
Corporate earnings are expected to be considerably weaker for Q2 but, even when shutdowns
have ended, there are concerns that it will not be back to ‘business as usual’ for some time to
come. In addition, much of the support package from the government comes in the form of
loans, which means corporate leverage will rise. So downgrades seem inevitable. This process
already appears underway, with Moody’s making 134 IG downgrades in Europe so far in 2020,
comfortably the highest number since 2013.1
From the perspective of an index fund, the real concern is less about potential moves in
ratings within the fund and more that it becomes a forced seller in the event that a bond is
downgraded below IG. Therefore, understanding to what degree this event risk is already
priced in is important.
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Figure 2
Baa3 Bond Duration
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Figure 3
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The Figures show plots of the option-adjusted spread (OAS) against option-adjusted duration
(OAD) of the (Moody’s) Baa3-rated bonds in the Bloomberg Barclays 0–3y Euro Corporate and
the Euro Corporate indices. Baa3 bonds, being the final rung on the IG ladder, are the most at
risk of a downgrade. The bonds are then further differentiated according to whether they are on
negative watch (light dots) or not (dark dots).
• No surprises, the average OAS of the bonds on negative watch is higher than for those that
have either a stable or positive outlook. The average OAD of the Bloomberg Barclays Euro
Corporate Index is 5.1. Pricing this notional ‘average bond’ off the regression line that runs
through the bonds on negative watch puts its fair value at 295bp against 195bp if valued using
the ‘other bonds’ regression coefficients.
• What is notable is that for the 0–3Y corporate index, the line of best fit for the bonds on
negative watch is actually downward sloping. This suggests a market that believes any
downgrades will come in the next 12 months, i.e. during the current crisis, rather than in
the longer maturities.
• Conducting a similar bond-by-bond analysis on the Bloomberg Barclays Euro High Yield Bond
Index, but focusing on the upper end or Ba1 slice of bonds, presents a considerable contrast
(see Figure 4). There is little spread differentiation between those Ba1 bonds on downgrade
watch and those that are not. There is little by way of a term structure to the OAS either.
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Resorting back to our notional average bond with a duration of 5.1, but using the high yield index to
price it, gives an OAS of 295-300bp. In short, the bonds that are rated Baa3 and are on negative
outlook in the IG funds trade at levels that are already broadly consistent with a downgrade to
Ba1. So it would appear that the ‘cliff edge’ pricing of a move out of IG into high yield is already well
accounted for within the IG portfolios.

Figure 4
Ba1 Duration vs.
Spread High Yield
— Watch Neg vs.
Stable/Pos
Ba1 Other
Ba1 Neg Watch
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Conclusion

With markets now more stable, the need for yielding assets is likely to push fixed income
investors to take on credit risk. Despite the current heavy pipeline of issuance, euro-denominated
IG corporate bonds should ultimately benefit from the combination of this reach for yield and
ECB buying. The key risks now look like economic ones, with weak growth likely to cause an
increase in downgrades.
From a fund perspective, the main concern is that a bond gets downgraded to speculative grade
paper, as this would result in forced selling. However, a granular analysis of the pricing of lowerrated bonds within euro IG indices suggests that those that are the most at risk of a downgrade
already trade at prices that are consistent with non-IG rated paper.
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